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What are the costs involved in creating VR, 
AR and Metaverse experiences?

Side by side comparison of a custom build 
app by a third party and Fectar Platform
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Want to create an amazing AR/VR project for your company? With this 5-step 
mind map you make the process easy and streamlined. We are always happy 

to assist with any of the steps. So your project can become a success! 

HOW TO CREATE YOUR AR/VR PROJECT IN 5 STEPS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AUGMENTED & VIRTUAL REALITY

Step 1
Preparation

- Augmented or  
virtual Reality? 
- Goals & KPI’s?
- Which 3D 
assets do you 
already have? 

Step 2
Concepting

- Write concept 
synopsis
- Design briefing
- Define goals

Step 3
Building

- Create content 
if applicable
- Upload content 
to library Fectar 
Studio
- Create & edit 
3D space

Step 4
Testing

- Field Trial in 
<Private Mode>
- Field Trial in 
<Public Mode>
- Optimisation

Step 5
Launch

- Launch on 
predefined 
platform
- Distribution
- Marketing
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App Building Requirements
Must-haves, should-haves, nice-to-haves Functionalities

  Custom App Fectar
  Build  Maintenance

Must-haves
UX (User Interface)   $$$ $ included
Augmented Reality SDK  $$$$ $ included
Non-AR Backup   $$$ $ included

Should-haves
Analytics   $$$ $ included
3D models   $$$ $$ included
Images   $ $ included
Video   $ $ included
Holograms   $$ $ included
Share   $$ $ included
Like   $ $ included
Multi language   $$$ $$ included
Scalable   $$$$ $ included
User Accounts   $$$ $$ included
Secure   $$$ $$ included
GDPR Compliant   $$ $ included

Nice-to-haves
Stories   $$ $$ included
Offline support   $$ $ included
Age restrictions   $$ $ included
Private mode   $ $ included

To make sure your users get the best possible experience in Augmented and 
Virtual Reality. 

Must-haves
The necessary fundamentals of a VR and AR experience: retrieving an interactive 
and immersive 3D scene on a device.

Should-haves
These items are highly recommended as they enhance user experience.

Nice-to-haves
These functionalities increase stickiness and virality with your app.

Super functionality: Collaboration: $$$$ - $$$$$$
Presenting a VR or AR scene for an individual experience is one thing. Working 
together in VR and AR is truly next level.
Building, maintaining and upgrading this feature in a customized app is complex 
and expensive.

Releasing app versions with updates and upgrades: 4 to 8 hours each time
VR and AR technology develop in a rapid speed. And mobile smartphones get 
regular updates that can influence the performance of your app. Each time you 
update or upgrade your app, take into account the time it takes to upload a new 
version to the mobile and VR app stores. Each upload can take up to four to eight 
hours. On average apps gets six updates per year.
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Cost for Content: 3D Models
How to get your product in a 3D experience

Cost estimation per product (average size retail product i.e. dress, coffee machine, sneakers)

Hardware Software Labour VR/AR Experience Cost

1. Picture Camera/ smartphone/ stock image n/a One hour Low $

2. Cut out picture Camera/ smartphone/ stock image Photoshop One or two hours Low $

3. 360 photo or video 360 camera (from 199 to 10,000 USD) 360 Software One or two hours Medium $$

4. 3D scan with your smartphone iPhone 12 or iPhone 13 Apps 19 USD One hour Medium $

5. Photogrammetry Camera Capturing Reality Eight hours Good $$$

6. 3D scan in professional Scanning Studio Special Studio w/ multiple cameras Professional One hour excl rent Very good $ - $$$

7. Buy a 3D model and make changes n/a 3D Software One to eight hours Very good $$

8. Custom build 3D model All of the above 3D Software Eight to many hours Best $ - $$$

9. Convert existing 3D models to VR and AR friendly formats: one to forty hours
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Cost related to 3D scene creation
How much does it cost to create, test, adjust, copy or upgrade one interactive and immersive space

Custom Build App Complexity Fectar Complexity

1. Create a scene One to forty hours High One to two hours Low

2. Duplicate a scene One to eight hours Low One minute Low

3. Change a scene One to more hours Medium One minute Low

4. Spatial UX Design One to more hours High One to two hours Low

5. Track User Activity in VR / AR Four to more hours Very High Included Low

6. Measure effectiveness of a scene Four to more hours High Included Low

7. A/B testing One to eight hours Low Included Low

8. Benchmark your space n/a High Included Low

9. Re use files One to two hours Low Included Low

10. Test technical performance One to four hours Medium Included Low

11. Mass market readiness Forty to more hours Very High Included Low

12. Use a scene offline Twenty to more hours High Included Low

13. Update offline scene remotely Eight to more hours High Included Low

With Fectar Studio you can create 3D scenes for both Virtual and Augmented Reality from the same account.
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Other cost drivers to take into account
Additional topics and hidden costs

Other costs Fectar

● Be aware of a vendor lock-in We use standard formats of your content

● Track user activity in VR and AR Fectar Analytics PRO includes heatmaps visualisation of User Activity in VR and AR

● Custom build app for Branding? Fectar Augmented Reality Plugin available in a branded and non-branded version

● Getting your content found and used SEO, ASO and SEA is done by Fectar

● Getting installations of your app Fectar has more than 5 million users worldwide in less than 2 years time

● Duplicate Scenes and re-use scenes Set up your templates in Fectar Studio and share files in the file manager

● Time to develop with a third party With Fectar you can start today

● Grow with a third party: availability and skills Check out Fectar Roadmap for our journey

● Gather In-house knowledge for strategic projects You are in the lead and can do private in-house strategic exploratory sessions

● Be aware of hidden cost in the small print:

○ Pay per View Fectar: unlimited views

○ Additional Storage Data Fectar: unlimited storage (fair use policy applies)

○ Additional Traffic Cost Fectar: unlimited data
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Summary Cost overview

Cost per
Phase

1. APP 2. CONTENT 3. SCENE

Custom Build
by third party

With Fectar Custom Made
by third party

With Fectar Custom Build
by third party

With Fectar

Step 1. Preparation POC $$$* $** $ Free 3D models $ $

Step 2. Concepting POC $$$ incl $$ Free 3D models $$ incl

Step 3. Building $$$$$ incl $$ $$ $$$$ incl

Step 4. Testing $$$ incl - incl $$ incl

Step 5. Launch $$ incl - incl $$ incl

Step 6. Maintenance $$$ incl $ incl $$ incl

Step 7. Analytics $$$ incl $$ incl Heatmaps $$$ incl

Cost overview applicable for app development per version per platform: for Virtual Reality, for Augmented Reality, for Android, for iOS and for Web Embed. With 
Fectar you get 1 license for Fectar Studio and publish to VR and AR without additional cost. 
* POC = Proof of Concept
** A license for Fectar Studio starts at 39,- euros a month all-in.

When you start with Virtual and Augmented Reality, building your own VR and AR app is one option. However, this takes a lot of time and 
money. Within six months after first release additional costs for maintenance, updates and upgrades are higher than the initial building cost. 
And getting app installs and getting viewers to use your content, is a different hurdle. 

The fastest road to success in VR and AR is Fectar. One platform to create immersive and interactive experiences without programming or 
software installation. With ready-to-use templates, free 3D content, tutorials and analytics, you become a Creator in no time.
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Build your own VR, AR and Metaverse Experiences

Create interactive and immersive 3D Experiences
● No programming and no software installation
● Data-driven insights: Analytics and Heatmaps
● Scalable, Secure, and GDPR Compliant
● Collaboration and Digital Twins
● Templates, Tutorials, Academy, and Support

Fectar has more than 5 million users worldwide and more than 
10,000 different VR and AR experiences for 

➔ Business, 
➔ Retail, 
➔ Education, 
➔ Real Estate, 
and more.

And you can start today More info on www.Fectar.com 

Book a Demo or apply for 14-days Free Trial


